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PRODUCT TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Handrail
The handrail is Produced in a 316 stainless steel the tube diameter is 48.3 mm is 
1.5mm thick with a 27mm wide square slot. Of which the glass and handrail gaskets 
sit. There are two finishes available to the handrail this being a satin/dull finish or a 
mirror/chrome polish effect. There are a variety of slot tube fittings available with the 
same finishes as above. Also available are a variety of different shaped handrails in 
the same finishes.
There is also available a wood handrail this is produced as above with a 48.3 mm 
diameter but has a 2mm wider slot than the glass to allow for the adhesive and 
the glass to fit e.g. there will be a 21mm square slot for 19mm glass. The handrail 
comes available in most hard woods upon request.

Handrail Gaskets
To secure the glass to the handrail adequately we supply a gas-ket to suit the glass 
thickness the gaskets are produced in a TPE (58 shore A hardness).
The top gasket is 25mm wide and is applied using the adhesive strip supplied on 
the back of the gasket. The gasket is applied to the top of the handrail to provide 
a cushion and a barrier be-tween the glass and the handrail; this is to prevent 
movement of the handrail on the glass and to prevent shelling of the glass where 
the handrail would rub against the top edge of the glass. The gasket comes in 
100mm long strips and should be placed at 300mm spacing’s with an adhesive in 
between the gaskets.

Two of these gaskets will be required one each side of the glass this is put into 
the slot of the handrail by hand and should give a good rigidity to the handrail. To 
make it easier on installation a smear of soapy water on the glass eases the grip 
temporarily allowing the gasket to slide in with ease.

Cladding
The cladding is a cover section that is applied to the aluminium channel to give 
the desired finish to the product this also covers the fixings within the channel. The 
cladding comes with in a satin/dull finish or a mirror/chrome polish finish this is to 
match the finish of the handrail, there is however upon special order a variety of 
different colours and effects available to be printed onto the steel this is however at an 
extra cost and waiting period.
The steel itself is manufactured from a 316 stainless steel and is bent to suit the 
various packer sizes this is to accommodate the different glass thicknesses (view 
image below). These sizes are as follows:-
• 26mm bent for 15mm glass on the packer side with a 22mm bent on the wedge 

side.
• 22mm bent for 19mm glass on both the packer and the wedge side.
• 16mm bent for 25mm glass on the packer side and 22mm bent on the wedge side.
The cladding can be bonded to the steel in a variety of ways however we recommend 
the use of a silicone or cladding tape though silicone gives you the ability to be able 
to make minor adjustments upon fitting before the curing of the silicone. Whereas the 
cladding tape is a more permanent bond and only gives you one.
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Acetal Wedges, Isolators & Packers
The wedges, isolators and packers are made from an acetal, this is a very high 
density and extremely strong plastic based material. This makes exceptionally good 
at withstanding high pressures being applied to it. Also acetal has an excep-tional 
ability to withstand hydrolysis and chemicals. Acetal also has a very low absorption 
rate which gives it a great resistance to outdoor and indoor weathering.
The Packers are of a standard square size however they vary in thickness to cope 
with the different thicknesses in the glass, these are:-
• 10mm for 15mm glass,
• 6mm for the 19mm glass
• 1mm for the 25mm glass
There are other variants available for laminate glass. The square shape of the 
acetal packer is designed to sit just below the level of the aluminium channel and on 
top of the flat side of the isolator, this is so the full pressure loading placed on the 
glass is put right the way across the packer.
The Isolators are all of a standard size and thickness (view image below), these are 
placed at the bottom of the shoe and the glass is placed on top of these isolators. 
The isolators are placed 100mm from each end of the channel and 250mm centres 
from then on with wedges on the nib side and the packer on the flat side. When 
placing the isolator into the channel a 1mm gap from the isolator to the shoe wall 
maybe noted, this is to allow for a small amount of movement when the wedges are 
knocked into place.
The wedges are again of a standard size and thickness (view image below) these 
are placed on top of the nib side of the isolator against the glass with the widest 
part of the wedge sitting at the base of the channel. When the aluminium wedge is 
beaten into the channel against this acetal wedge it presses tight against the glass 
and forms an extremely tight grip. This prevents lateral and horizontal movement.

Aluminium Wedges
The aluminium wedges are manufactured from the same t6 aluminium that the 
channel is made from this is to prevent electrolysis of two different materials. The 
wedges are manufactures to a specific shape this is to allow removal of the wedge 
if a glass breakage occurs, when the balustrade system is no longer required for 
maintenance and CDM (construction design management). The wedge sizes are of 
a standard profile (view image below).
The wedge is placed along side the acetal wedge against the aluminium channel 
and should stick up around 15mm on thumb press and should after being beaten in 
with a hammer be sunk under the level of the channel by approx 1mm however this 
will vary due to glass quality con-trol on the thickness parameters.
If the wedge sticks up more than 15-20 mm after pressing down with thumb 
pressure then there will be a variation in the thickness of the glass this will require 
either skimming the packer down by the thickness of the variation in the glass.
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Aluminium Shoe Channel
The aluminium shoe channel is manufactured from T6 6082 
grade aluminium; we use aluminium as it is one third of the 
density of steel however maintains the strength required to keep 
up with the require-ments of our channel system. Aluminium is 
however easier to machine and work this is a benefit as it makes 
our system slightly more flexible to suit individual needs and 
requirements. The 6082 grade alu-minium used in our shoe is the 
strongest of the 6000 series grades of alloy available, this makes 
it a problem to bend for curved balustrade projects and can be 
welded however the strength at the point of weld is seriously 
reduced. To overcome this we have devised a system of cutting 
the channel into short sections to form a Constantine effect (view 
image over leaf).
The aluminium shoe that we use is a standard size for all glass 
thicknesses this is so we can maintain a consistent level of 
assurance that it will meet our test results adequately. The shoe 
is bolted either through the side wall or the base at 100mm from each end and 200mm centres per each 3m length, this gives 
a total of 15 holes. The holes drilled into the shoe are 15mm in diameter with a couterbore hole diameter of 28mm which is 
drilled 8mm in to the shoe this is so that the shoe can be fitted using a stan-dard headed bolt and allowing the head of the bolt 
to be sunk into the shoe giving a flush fit. Using this counter bore system also leaves enough room for a standard socket to be 
fitted over the bolt for ease of fitting and removal. The 15mm hole is drilled to this size to allow for a little bit of play for a minimal 
adjustment on the bolts (below is bolt specification). The channel comes in 3metre lengths and has an overall width of 64mm 
which gives a wide enough base for the channel to be rigid after being bolted down. The wall of the channel each side is 16mm 
thick. And is completely solid this gives it its strength, when under load with any of the glass thicknesses tested.
In some cases drainage can be a problem so we have designed drain blocks made from anodised 6082 aluminium and have 
been specifically made to fit the base of the channel so it will withstand the pressures applied to the glass. The drain blocks 
have the same bore hole drilled as the channel so the bolts can be fed straight through into what it’s being fastened to.
In some cases when fitting to a slightly uneven surface shims maybe required to square the base channel up, these have been 
produced due to the fact that a 1mm lean on the channel can cause the glass to lean unto around 17mm. the shims are fitted 
under the channel before fastening and should be arranged to give a level channel. The shims come in 0.5mm; 0.8mm and 
1.0mm this should give enough scope to create a level channel.

Bolts
The recommended bolts that we used during our test procedure were produced by a company called 
Fischer these bolts were specifically designed for balustrade systems. The bolts used are as follows:-
Fischer F11 12/10S fixings
Fischer FHB 11 A L M12x120/10 bolts held with resin FESHB345S
The bolt dimensions for fixing down to concrete using these bolts should be 12mm in shank thickness and 
should be approx 80mm in length (view image below). There are variants avail-able; we are currently in 
the process of testing another manufacturer’s bolt to see if they will meet our rigorous testing criteria. The 
fixings when being bolted down should be a minimum of 50mm away from the edge of the concrete this 
is from the fixing point itself, this is because if it is any closer when the bolt is tightened it may cause the 
concrete to burst.
The same issue goes for the resin bonded fixings this is as the same effect will happen although it is 
possible to use a slightly lesser sized fixing to get closer to the concrete edge for the lower Kn rated 
balustrade system. However we do not recommend this in any manner. Please refer to the manufacturer’s 
website and technical details in the back of this folder.
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Metal Fixing
For metal fixings as above it is recommended to use M12 hexagon headed bolts with a 10.9 strength rated loadings. This would 
also mean that the metal surface the channel is to be fixed to also be strong enough to cope with the load ratings. When fitting 
to the channel to metal it is strongly advised to put a barrier in between the two metal surfaces this is a barrier tape that we 
supply. This is to prevent electrolysis of the two metals and causing corrosion, which over time will weaken the channel.

Wet Glaze Method
Another way to fix glass into our channel system is to use a product called Abokol 682 balustrade sealant. This product is 
manufactured by a company called ADSHEAD RATCLIFFE. The product is a two part epoxy polysulphide sealant which does 
actually have a great adhesion to glass, however it is extremely messy to put in place and will require if being placed outside 
capping with Arbosil 1096 capping.
Arbokol 682 is resistant to most products after curing this makes it extremely good at being placed in all kinds of situations. 
To fit the arbokol you will require a minimum gap of 5mm each side of the glass to be able to pour into the channel. The 
recommended temperatures for applying this chemical are 5 degrees Celsius to 50 degrees Celsius however the temperature 
will affect curing times.
The sealant does only have a short shelf life and is a pain to mix to the right curing properties. Also the product can only be 
used for two metre long lengths of glass at a time.
Please refer to the manufacturer’s website and the product technical details in the back of this folder.


